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ABSTRACT

An ad hoc network is a collection of wireless nodes that can dynamically form a temporary network to exchange data without the aid of any existing network infrastructure or centralized administration. Execution of applications in such kind of networks typically consists of a number of successive phases such as network reprogramming, localization, power monitoring, and parameter updates. Termination detection of a phase is therefore a critical operation to safely execute a new phase on some or all of the network nodes. In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithmic solution to encounter termination detection by minimizing both delay and complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the ever increasing demand for connectivity the need for mobile wireless communication is inevitable. Situations like natural disasters, conferences and military settings where access to a wired infrastructure is not always possible have led to the development of mobile ad hoc networks. Ad hoc networks are formed opportunistically among devices equipped with wireless communication capabilities. Links are established as devices move within communication range and are broken as hosts move away. All of this takes place without assistance from any wired resources. Numerous kinds of control information need to be exchanged among the nodes of the networks to cope with this dynamic nature of ad hoc environment such as event detection, tracking, routing, power monitoring, parameters up gradation, location detection and so on. The total processing and memory requirements to complete these tasks exceed the resources available on most nodes. Multi-phase execution is therefore a common approach in such complex network situation. In multi-phase execution, the application is divided into multiple logical tasks that are executed at different times. For instance, to determine absolute or relative positions of nodes can be one application phase. Based on this information, the reprogramming of location aware application programs onto all nodes can be a subsequent application phase. Power monitoring and parameter updates can be regarded as separate phases. Hence the importance of termination detection across a diverse range of mobile applications is very crucial.

There are many proposed algorithm for termination detection of distributed system considering on static system i.e., for systems comprising of a fixed set of processes. There is relatively less work on dynamic systems, where processes may be created as well as destroyed while the computation is in progress. As mobile ad hoc network is a dynamic process we have to develop a termination detection algorithm for dynamic systems by minimizing both delay and complexity and communicative complexities and it is more efficient and scalable for the distribute system having mobility. But having least computation complexity the diffusion based protocol best suits the diverse nature of resource constrained mobile ad hoc networks. This paper is concerned with the development of a termination detection algorithm based on diffusion based protocol for use in ad hoc network environments.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 depicts the related works, section 3 introduces the major problems of diffusing computation and its solution, section 4 presents our proposed algorithm and its functionalities. In section 5, we mention an example to provide a more concrete understanding of the algorithm. Conclusion and future works are in section 6.
2. RELATED WORKS
Mobile ad hoc network is an emerging technology. Several researches in different field relating this issue have been conducted. As distributed termination detection is one of the fundamental concerns in ad hoc networking, a number of researches [4, 6, 7] have been done in the past to analyze and improve the performance of termination detection protocols. The algorithms of [1, 5, 8] are concerned with special cases of dynamic systems, viz. systems with synchronous communication in which processes may be created but not destroyed. Lai [9] gives an algorithm for dynamic systems where processes may be created and destroyed. In [10], the authors used a hybrid protocol for termination detection in mobile distributed environment by combining weight throwing and diffusion based approaches. This protocol works by applying weight throwing approach to all static processes and diffusion based scheme to all mobile processes. Roman and Payton [11] use a diffusion based scheme to detect termination in mobile ad hoc networks. This protocol requires that each process maintains a list of processes that it activates and will be responsible to take further information till it becomes passive. The basic principle of this protocol is to use of a partial ordering of across all active nodes in the network for delivery of termination notices. This method is reliable indeed. But we have identified some sort of problems in the research works done in the past based on diffusion based approach of termination detection. We address and present these problems in section 3. The possible solutions of those problems also follow in this section. Thus our work complements previous works and can be combined to help better termination in resource constrained ad hoc networking environment for termination detection.

3. PROBLEMS OF DIFFUSION BASED COMPUTATION AND ITS SOLUTIONS
Most of the research works done earlier based on diffusion computation depend on the relationship between root and all other nodes in the network. In those algorithms, to detect termination, root is explicitly and implicitly depend on all other nodes in the network and responsible for collecting all status information of other nodes to process and memorize. In this way the task of root becomes complex to execute. In this circumstance the problems that may create and their solutions are defined below.

Problem 1: To determine the value of variant function is complex and cumbersome due to memorize the status of all nodes in the network. According to [11], each idle report, ri has some distance, di (distance is defined as the number of unique node identifiers in the partial order between the holders of the report and the root node) and use a variant function (defined as the sum of distances over all idle reports) \( \sum_{i \in C} d_i \) to show that idle reports reach the root node in a finite number of steps. But it is a very tedious task for the root to get the value of the variant function because it (root) has to memorize the receiving idle report from the nodes until it has collected the information from all nodes of the network. For instance, consider the following Figure-1.

![Figure-1. Connected nodes.](http://www.ejournalofscience.org)

In Figure-1, if at any instance of time, node E moves into the communication range of node D and passes its idle report. Then node D becomes idle and adds its information to the idle report, the node D eventually establish communication with node A and passes its idle report. In this situation, root A knows that E and D are idle. It also knows that E has no children and node D is the parent of nodes F and G. But root A does not know that B is the parent of nodes E and D. Also, root node A does not know the status of nodes B, F and G. Thus, according to our observation the determination of variant function in this circumstance is very complex and root node A has to keep the status of nodes collected earlier as long as the status of nodes B, F and G have not received. In this case, the root needs to keep track the status of all nodes in the network, which creates complexity and increase delay due to the fact that only root node is responsible to execute the computation.

Solution: To solve the above mentioned problem we propose a decentralized activity. Now, the root nodes only maintain the information of its children only. These children while behaving as parent will maintain the status of their children only and so on. So, in Figure-1, node D maintain the status of nodes F and G, node B keeps track the status of E and D and at last root A knows the status of its children B and C. In this way, the root node A can know all idle reports and can easily detect the termination. By following this process, root A has not to maintain the status of all other nodes rather it maintain only the status of its children. This reduces the time, minimize the complexity of the root and requires small buffer to process; resulting performance enhancement.

Problem 2: Even receiving an idle report from a node, the root node cannot prune that node due to having lack of knowledge about its parent. As mentioned in problem 1, after getting the idle reports from nodes E and D, the root A cannot prune the node E, because root A has not yet received the status of their parent node B. So, node A have
to keep the node E, which is not necessary at this stage, due to the absence of status of node B.

Solution: According to the solution of problem 1, if parent nodes only maintain the status of its own children then after getting the idle report from node E (Figure-1), the parent node B can prune its child E because it has no children at all. The advantage here is that it is not necessary to keep a node for long time, which reduces network overload.

4. ALGORITHM AND ITS FUNCTIONALITIES

Our proposed algorithm belongs to the category of diffusion-based algorithm. However, to overcome the drawbacks of the diffusion-based algorithm mentioned in section 3, we have designed the decentralized computation instead of centralized one. In this system, each wireless device is considered as node except a node which is called the root initiate the computation. Other nodes are categorized two types: parent (defined as the node which has child/leaf) and child (defined as the node without any child that means leaf). In previous centralized system, the initiator which is considered as the root performed all the tasks (to find the value of variant function, to memorize the status of all node, to prune a node from the network etc.) to detect and declare termination. But in our designed system the others nodes are given the responsibility to keep the status of its own children. At first, the root will distribute the task among its children. Then the children of the root while behaving as a parent will distribute the task to its children and so on. On the other hand, the idle reports are collected in the same way, but in reverse order. Here each node maintains a data structure to store identities of its connecting nodes. Whenever two nodes N_i and N_j communicate with one another, their status are updated with each other’s id’s. When a process N_i kills process N_j, or N_j kill itself, N_j informs its parent. This leads to the deletion of N_j from the network. New nodes may be added to parent (N_i) without the concern of the root which will not make any hassle to detect termination. An important issue is that every active node is reachable along a path from the root, but many of the links may no longer be up since nodes may have moved out of range with respect to the root. It may be that a node is the out of range of the root, but it is under the range of another parent node. Then the root cannot control that node or the node cannot send its status directly to the root. In this case, the parent of our proposed protocol can properly access such nodes that are the outside of the range of the root but within the range of the parent and help the root to detect termination quickly. So we have divided the functionalities of our protocol in three sections. Firstly, the execution will be started from the root which checks whether there are children or not. If the root does not find any of its children then it declares the system as terminated. As the children (nodes) are presented then the root executes the lines from 2 to 7. A child finishing its work sends the idle report to its root, then the root merge that report with its previous ones (line 3) and the child become idle and leave the network as it has not connected to any other node.

If any node is connected to the report sending child, mentioned above, will respond as a parent. Working as a parent, the node completes the tasks in sections (b) and (c) in the algorithm, then it sends the report to the root and only after that the root can declare the termination of the system. But if there is no node joined with the child, then it will be idle and disconnected. In our proposed decentralized protocol the parent plays an important role getting the idle report from its child. At first update the status of its idle report following prune the child (if it is a leaf) from the network then check whether any others nodes are exist or not. If there exist any other child then the previous process will repeat. Otherwise it will response as a child. In third section, the child sends the idle report to its parent as a leaf becomes idle and leaves the network.

State characterization for node

root - the node is the initiator of the diffusing computation
parent - the node having child of the diffusing computation
child - the node connected with other nodes.
idle - the node is in an idle state, initially true except of the initiator of the diffusing computation
idleReport - the status of a node initially zero.
PRESENT - a node is present in the network and active
leave - the node prune from the parent or the network.
leaf - a node has no child.

a) Actions as the root
1. If no child are connected to the root
   Then “system terminated”
2. else on receipt of an idleReport from the child
3. merge idleReport
4. if the child is a leaf
5. child ← idle & leave ;
6. else the child act as a parent
7. end if
8. check whether any other child is PRESENT
9. if child PRESENT
   repeat steps 2 to 8
10. else “system terminated”
11. end if
12. end if

b) Actions as a parent
13. on receipt of an idleReport from the child
14. merge idleReport
15. if the child is a leaf
16. child ← idle & leave ;
17. else the child act as a parent
18. end if
19. check whether any other child is PRESENT
20. if child PRESENT
According to our algorithm, the root node initiates the software up gradation process. With the reference of Figure-2, at first, root node install the new version of software on it and sends it to its neighbors that lie within the communication range of the root; A, B, C, D and E, only. After receiving this information node D install the new version on it and transmit this message to its neighbors, F and G. Similarly, node E first installs the software and then sends it to node H. At any instant of time if node I come within the communication range of node E then it will be the child of node E. Then node E sends the up gradation request to node I. The nodes that are out of range from root node such as F, G, H and I, send the confirmation report to their corresponding parent. The parent nodes D and E then send this to root node. In the mean time, root has the confirmation report of all nodes that lie within its communication range. So that, root has the confirmation reports of all nodes in the network. It can terminate the process of up gradation and initiates further tasks. Here each parent node is responsible to send and receive the information to/from its immediate children only. It is not worried about the rest. In this case, the task is totally distributed. According to our example the problems mentioned in section 3can easily be solved. Because, when child nodes F and G send the confirmation report to their parent node D then node D can prune those nodes, F and G from the network (solution of problem 2). Moreover, root node does not need to memorize the report of the nodes that lie outside its communication range. It only needs to keep track the reports of its neighbors, which reduces the computation complexity (solution of problem 1). If a particular node is out of range from the root node then it can propagate its report via the intermediate nodes using ad hoc relay. Moreover, if a new node comes to the communication range of any other existing node then the former one will be the child of the later one. The new node will receives and/or send information/status to its parent only. In this way the root node can know the status of all nodes on the network directly or via other nodes.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have investigated and proposed a termination detection algorithm in mobile ad hoc networks. We have underscored some problems in this regard and provided solutions. As out of range communication between two hosts and link failure due to mobility are the fundamental concerns in ad hoc network, so relying on one node to collect status of all other hosts cannot be an effective formula. In our solution, every host exchange activation and idle information to its own child nodes only. It will send then to the initiator node by direct communication or relay. It minimizes delay, reduces complexity and enhances performance. More research is needed to detect termination in ad hoc networking environment. We plan to investigate the distribution of activation message as well as collecting idle report for multiple sources in future.
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